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Controversial
domestic labour
bill adopted
in Morocco
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

T

he Moroccan parliament
adopted a controversial
bill regulating domestic
work. The measure has
been strongly criticised
by civil society organisations.
The government was forced to
add an amendment that made the
legal work minimum age 18 years
rather than 16 during a transitional
period of five years following pressure from civil society and international organisations, which have
been lobbying the government for
years for regulations regarding domestic workers, especially minors.
Moroccan
non-governmental
organisation Insaf denounced the
bill, which it said would allow the
exploitation of child domestic
workers for five years.
“For unexplained and inexplicable reasons, upon the proposal of
the minister of Employment, lawmakers voted in Article 6 of the law
a five-year period during which the
exploitation of minors is permitted,” said Insaf in a statement published online.

The new legal
framework for
domestic workers,
who were previously
ignored by law, is a
major social progress
for thousands of
people.
The Moroccan association said
the government proposal is not accompanied by concrete action to
reinsert minor domestic workers
into society.
“The voted text includes no indication of the practical arrange-

ments and does not refer to any text
that legally pulls out minors from
exploitation in households and accompany them in the long process
of extraction from exploitation, rehabilitation and reintegration into
families and schools, which is our
main demand, after limiting the
minimum age to 18 years,” added
the statement.

There are
66,000-88,000 “little
maids” in Morocco,
60% of whom are
younger than 12 years.
Moroccan Minister of Employment and Social Affairs Abdeslam
Seddiki said: “We have responded
to the call of associations concerning the minimum age to be 18 in a
few years.”
The amendment may have not
satisfied many in civil society but
the new legal framework for domestic workers, who were previously ignored by law, is a major
social progress for thousands of
people.
According to figures published by
civil society organisations involved
in the fight against child labour,
there are 66,000-88,000 “little
maids” in Morocco, 60% of whom
are younger than 12 years. The majority of them are from poor, rural
areas. Poverty, low household income and lack of education are the
main factors that drive parents to
allow their children to be domestic
workers.
Minors are forced to work as “little maids” to provide for their families who cannot make ends meet,
especially in times of drought. They
represent steady income for their
parents, whose crop remains at the
mercy of good rainfall.
The rising cost of living in big cities also drives parents with low in-

A young Moroccan girl performs during a play organised by the not-for-profit association Insaf in the
western town of Chichaoua during World Day Against Child Labour.
come to force their children to work
for upper-middle class households
where women are looking for domestic help as they are entering the
traditional labour market.
Many minor girls find themselves
without an education because of
the gender discrimination in rural areas and the lack of schools.
Others drop out of school because
they cannot afford to continue their
studies.
Some child domestic workers,
who are overwhelmingly girls,
work 12 hours a day, seven days a
week for as little as $11 a month,
according to a report Lonely Servitude: Child Domestic Labour in Mo-

rocco, released by Human Rights
Watch in 2012.
“Working in private homes, many
of these girls endure terrible conditions but have no idea where to turn
for help,” said Jo Becker, children’s
rights advocacy director at Human
Rights Watch.
A minimum monthly salary of
$160 for a maximum 48-hour work
week is required by the proposed
measure, which will be submitted
to a vote in the lower house and
then be published in the official
bulletin before effectively becoming law.
The bill requires employers to establish a contract with the worker

regarding social security and holiday periods. It provides for protective measures against hazardous
work and establishes repressive
penalties that can lead to imprisonment for violations of the law.
It remains to be seen if the law
will be enacted before parliamentary elections October 7th and whether it will be respected. However, the
law sends a strong signal to Moroccan households that domestic
workers have rights, including the
right to dignity.

ogy, the science behind trial by fire
is based on the idea that someone
who is guilty and expecting to be
burned is more likely to be drymouthed.
Ayyad asks the brothers to wash
their mouths out with water three
times and to display their tongues
to prove they are unmarred before
the ordeal begins.
Ayyad picks up the metal bowl
with pliers, slaps his hand on the
bowl quickly to prove that fire does
not burn the innocent and asks the
first brother to stick out his tongue.
Muttering unintelligibly under his
breath, he places the burning bowl
briefly on the first defendant’s
tongue before removing it; he repeats this three times and then orders him to close his mouth.
“I was muttering a special charm
that was taught to me by my father.
This is the secret of the trial by fire.
My father revealed this to me on his
deathbed so the secret remains in
the family,” Ayyad said.
“Some people think that they can
take drugs before appearing before
the court to numb them but the fire
will always reveal the truth,” he
added.
He repeats the procedure with
the second brother. Despite the
heat coming off the bowl, neither
brother was burned. Ayyad calls
for a short break and re-examines
the brothers’ tongues to confirm
that neither were burned. When he
finds that neither were burned, he

proclaims in a loud voice: “They are
both innocent.”
Mohamed Said, a teacher in Sarabiyum and a local historian, said
this small Ismailia village is the
only place in Egypt where basha’a
al-nar is practiced in this way.
“This practice can be traced back
to the Arabian peninsula. The Ayaddi method was originally confined
to the Ayaddi tribe in the Sinai, although its centre is now in Sarabiyum, here in Ismailia,” he said.
Similar trial-by-fire practices in
Saudi Arabia and Jordan have died
out, he added.

Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Egypt’s trial by fire
Shirin al-Didamouni

Cairo

I

n a small Egyptian village, two
brothers wait to have their
tongues burned. Having been
accused of stealing 15,000
Egyptian pounds — about
$1,700 — from their eldest brother
and have volunteered to participate
in an ordeal by fire to prove their innocence.
A trial by fire, or basha’a al-nar
— malice of fire — is an ancient
Bedouin rite that has all but died
out in the rest of the Arab world.
The small village of Sarabiyum in
Egypt’s north-eastern governorate
of Ismailia is one of the few places
where it is still practiced openly.
Trial by fire has been taking place
in Sarabiyum for at least 120 years,
officiated by the scions of the same
family. The procedure is carried
out by Sheikh Mohamed Suleiman
al-Ayyad, 44, a local Bedouin tribal
chieftain who has overseen similar
trials for more than 12 years after
inheriting the position from his father.
Barking dogs surround the small
building where the trial by fire is
held. “Trial by fire here” graffiti is
written in red outside the shack.
The building appears much bigger
on the inside and can easily accommodate about 60 people.
Before the start of the session,

Sheikh Mohamed Suleiman al-Ayyad readies to carry out basha’a
al-nar procedure.
Ayyad asks the two brothers if they
would like to confess. Both refuse,
adamant that they are not guilty
and determined to prove their innocence.
Everyone is sitting on the floor.
Ayyad asks all three brothers to sign
a document affirming that they accept the results of the trial by fire
and that the plaintiff cannot be
held responsible for whatever harm
might come to his brothers if they
are found guilty.

Ayyad carefully places a long iron
bar on the ground. He sets fire to a
small round metal bowl, about 25
centimetres in length, and places
it on the bar. When the bowl is red
hot, he calls the two brothers forward and reads the charges against
them. He eyes them sternly and
warns of the pain they will feel if
they lie. The bowl sizzles audibly in
the centre of the room.
According to Mohamed Hamed,
an Egyptian professor of psychol-

Trial by fire is a
controversial issue in
Egypt, officially
banned and prohibited
by the country’s
religious authorities.
Trial by fire is a controversial issue in Egypt, officially banned and
prohibited by the country’s religious authorities. Although basha’a
al-nar is undoubtedly practiced in
other Egyptian rural communities,
it is always in secret. Sarabiyum is
the only place where the practice
continues openly, even under the
gaze of the media.
“People come from all over to
take part in trial by fire here, rich
and poor alike,” Ayyad said.
Shirin al-Didamouni is an Egyptian
writer.

